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The general trout fishing season
opens May 1 in all counties of the state
and will run to October 10. For Cascade
Mountain national forest lakes and
reservoirs tributaries, however, the
general opening date is set for May 29.
Exceptions to the general season dates
are listed in the 1954 angling synopsis.
Lake season exceptions are Diamond,
Crescent, Odell, Blue and Suttle lakes,
which open May 1 instead of May 29.

* * *

The Game Commission's five regional
offices at Albany, Hines, Roseburg,
Bend and La Grande, henceforth will
have charge of the game farms and
hatcheries in their respective regions
in addition to other field functions pre-
viously assigned. The Summer Lake
and E. E. Wilson game management
areas also will be under regional super-
vision. This is in conformance with the
Commission's decentralization policy to
provide better coordination and more
efficient operation of its activities.

* * *

A questionnaire on statewide kill of
big game, upland game and waterfowl
was sent last month to 6,000 hunters,
whose numbers were selected at ran-
dom by mechanical means so that a
cross-section could be obtained. Infor-
mation on the big game kill obtained
from these questionnaires will be cor-
related with that taken from the report
cards sent in by hunters.

* * *

A group of Portland boys, members
of the Y Indian Guides, and their fathers
planted by hand a total of 600 pounds
of lotus major seed on 150 acres along
the north fork of the Wilson river in
the Tillamook Burn one Sunday in
February. The work was done under
supervision of Frank Stanton, in charge
of habitat improvement for the Game
Commission. The regular habitat crew
will continue working in the area to
seed approximately 400 more acres.

* * *

Snow geese migrated through Ore-
gon enroute to northern breeding
grounds earlier than usual this year.
On February 25 an estimated 110,000
were reported in Warner Valley and
30,000 at the Summer Lake manage-
ment area.

On Opening 'Day
By BEN HUR LAMPMAN
(Courtesy The Oregonian)

WHERE shall we go, you say? Let's
go back to the place where the

tall fern is parted under the firs at the
brink of the canyon, and the black trail
plunges down, with handholds of sap-
ling and root, to white waterdown,
down to the south fork. With the sal-
monberry blooming, and the blue
grouse hooting, and somewhere a wild
pigeon mourning its heart out. The
voice of the south fork comes up from
the canyon, till the air pulses with it,
and as you go down, down, where the
deer have gone, you glimpse the tossed
swiftness of the long rapids. Now the
last few yards of the trail are steep as
a church roofbut here, gray-walled
and clamoring, unforgotten, with a
hatch dancing above the green swirl by
the black rock, here is the south fork.
Do you remember? Let's go back.

Do you remember? Yonder's the log
jam that was many a freshet in making,
and the green water lifts without foam

as the river slips under the barrier. If
trout come out from under the satiny
weave of it, they are like to be large
fish, and from much dwelling in shadow
are apt to be darkly gleaming. And
they will strike where the water lifts
instant and visible and strong. It is a
place where the ouzel sings, as once
we heard him; a place where the swifts
hunt the little wind of the canyon, for
the fly hatch, as once we saw them. It
is a place where the mink stares at you,
wonderingly, glistening. How far, how
very far above, the canyon's brink
seems. How small the firs and how
foreshortened. The hawk calls as he
crosses over. And wild, and fond, and
far the place is, and beyond the log
jam is the great bar and the long riffle.
Let's go back.

Where shall we go, you say? Let's go
back to the place where the paunchy,
lithe, shining grandfather of all trout

(Continued on page 7)
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CONSERVATION MEETINGS
WELL ATTENDED

Conservationists from all over the
country gathered in Chicago last month
to attend the annual conferences of
several organizations. The three main
meetings were the 19th North American
Wildlife Conference sponsored by the
Wildlife Management Institute, the
32nd annual convention of the Izaak
Walton League of America and the
18th annual meeting of the National
Wildlife Federation. The Oregon State
Game Commission was represented by
P. W. Schneider, director.

The North American Wildlife Con-
ference, held March 8, 9, and 10, had as
its conference theme, "Natural Re-
sourcesWhose Responsibility?" The
three general sessions were devoted to
panel discussions on "Ownership and
Use of Resources," "Watershed Man-
agement Goals," and "Waterfowl Hori-
zonsUnlimited." Technical sessions
were held on conservation education,
big game and fur resources, upland
game resources, coastal and marine re-

(Continued on page 5)

COVER
Diamond Lake in Douglas County will be
the scene this summer of the largest
trash fish control project ever undertaken
by the Game Commission. Present plans
call for lowering the lake level eight feet
and the use of approximately 100 tons of
rotenone. The lake will be restocked with
rainbow trout next year.
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THE Bulletin for March, 1951, pre-
sented a partial review of the Ore-

gon Cooperative Wildlife Research
Unit's contribution to the program of
the Game Commission. The article
brought to the attention of sportsmen a
previously little known organization
which receives most of its financial
support from the Game Fund. The fol-
lowing discussion explains the func-
tioning of the Unit and illustrates the
sort of projects it undertakes.

A brief history of the Unit's develop-
ment reveals that Oregon Game Com-
mission, Oregon State College, Agricul-
tural Research Foundation, the Wild-
life Management Institute and the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service entered a
cooperative agreement in 1935 as a
practical means of meeting mutual
needs. The emergence of the Unit was
virtually simultaneous with that of the
Department of Fish and Game Manage-
ment at Oregon State College and, as
might be expected, the two groups grew
up together. Affiliation with the agen-
cies mentioned has freed the Game
Commission from the necessity of heavy
capital expenditures for laboratory
space and equipment and has elimi-
nated duplication in research activity
for all concerned.

Cooperative wildlife research units,
utilizing graduate students as field and
research assistants under a nominal
fellowship grant, accomplish three prin-
cipal purposes: they train and provide
technicians proficient in the necessary

Its Purpose and Functions
With Brief Discussion of Some of Its Projects

By H. R. NEWCOMB and L. F. SCHNEIDER

field skills and possessing a sound
understanding of wildlife and other na-
tural resources; they educate the gen-
eral public by demonstration and publi-
cation; and they conduct fundamental,
wildlife research at costs reduced to a
fraction of the usual level.

The Game Commission holds the
functions and accomplishments of the
Oregon Unit in such high regard that
in 1948 it inaugurated the practice of

Utilization of illegally killed animals during the
regular hunting season offers the research staff
opportunity to collect valuable data concerning

big game animals.
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detailing its own personnel as liaison
men between the two groups. The first
assignment fell to a game technician
and later, in 1950, when the original
program of big game and upland game
research was expanded to include in-
quiries relating to game fish, a biologist
from the fishery division was similarly
added to the Unit roster.

It hardly seems necessary to justify
expenditures for scientific investigation,
yet once in a while the old cry goes up,
"Why spend game funds on research?
Be practical. Simply plant more fish
and release more birds." Be practical?
Just how practical is the business en-
terprise that fails to allocate a sizeable
chunk of its operating budget to re-
search? How practical is penicillin,
radar, DDT, quick drying paint or any
of the host of other developments which
have resulted from the systematic
search for knowledge? What could be
more practical than to secure and use
facts instead of guesses to arrive at
sound conclusions regarding the wisest
use of any of Oregon's natural re-
sources? Many organizations would un-
doubtedly consider a research budget of
only one per cent totally inadequate.
Without question, more money could
easily and profitably be spent on the
continuing search for facts but it should
be pointed out that, because of the
fortunate cooperative arrangement un-
der discussion here, the Game Commis-
sion obtains for its sportsmen stock-

(Continued on page 4)
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Mule deer at salt station in Metolius area of central Oregon.

Oregon Research Unit
(Continued from page 3)

holders returns which are commen-
surate with a far larger investment than
the one per cent it now makes.

Representatives from the cooperating
agencies, meeting every three months,
constitute a group known as the Coor-
dinating Committee. The activities of
the Unit and its personnel are reviewed
and proposed studies are discussed. The
wide and varying experience of those
present make certain that any contem-
plated project is a proper undertaking
for the Unit and that the project is well
designed. Another function of the group
is to reduce any possible tendency
toward running down blind alleys or
prolonged "star gazing" from an aca-
demic ivory tower. This is not to say
that the committee frowns on pure re-
search but there comes a time when
one must be realistic and bring a study
to a halt when it ceases to be produc-
tive. Delegates from the Oregon Wild-
life Federation and the Oregon Division
of the Izaak Walton League frequently
attend and add much of value to the
quarterly meetings.
Upland Game Birds

At the very beginning of the Unit's
research program concerning upland
game problems, it was recognized that
an isolated study area was needed
where experiments could be conducted,
free of any game bird influx from sur-
rounding areas. Such a need was met
by successively establishing two re-
search centers on small islands in
Washington's Puget Sound.

For many years theories were ad-
vanced that the decline of pheasants in
the Willamette Valley was the result
of releasing decadent stock from the
game farms. To test this concept, eight
game farm pheasants, six hens and two

cocks were released on Protection
Island in the fall of 1937. During six
nesting seasons these birds increased
to a surviving total of 1,898, thus ex-
ploding the theory of low vigor in the
stock being used.

At the same station, the "Quadrat
Method" of pheasant inventory now be-
ing used by the Game Commission's
field staff was developed and refined.
The technique involves sampling por-
tions of the habitat and by proper com-
putation arriving at a density figure for
the total amount of suitable bird acre-
age in the state. Other agencies have
also adopted this census method.

Many problems such as the effect of
predation on upland birds, food habits,
effects of high game bird densities on
farm crops and reproduction success
were studied before the Navy took
over the island as a practice bombing
site.

Following World War II, similar in-
quiries were continued on 158-acre
Eliza Island near Bellingham. It was
determined that hen pheasants could
be utilized to best advantage by holding
them through the winter for spring
stocking. The number of eggs per nest
was twice as great when hens were
released in early spring as compared to
late spring or early summer liberations.
Valuable information concerning the
proper age class of immature pheasants
for release was gained during a series
of tests conducted throughout a period
of several years. The relative effect of
adverse weather on various age classes
of young birds was also determined
with six and seven week old chicks
clearly being shown more vulnerable to
excessive moisture than those of older
ages.

Whenever the Unit has been assigned
a controversial issue for study, an in-

quiry was made to determine the facts
as they existed and not as influenced
by guesses. Studies conducted on the
role of the domestic cat and the red fox
in the life histories of upland game
species as well as the effect of the com-
mon gray digger on game bird nests are
good examples of investigations
prompted by wide differences of opin-
ion. In both the case of the house cat
and the red fox, their depredations were
not found to be important in materially
reducing a healthy game bird popula-
tion. Only during the nesting season
was the red fox found to be a serious
predator. Since the gray digger or
ground squirrel was revealed as a de-
stroyer of many game bird eggs in the
area studied, it was recommended that
control of this rodent be practiced when
present in large numbers.
Big Game Animals

In the old days when each hunter
was allowed five deer per season, there
was little need for research work on
big game problems. Now, with heavy
hunting pressure being exerted on all
of Oregon's big game species, with com-
petition for range between livestock and
wild game increasing daily, and with
the expanding demands of agricultural
and industrial development, it becomes
imperative for the Game Commission
to search out and develop new methods
to aid in maintaining adequate levels
of big game animals.

Some of the initial big game research
assigned to the Unit concerned the
somewhat neglected black-tailed deer.
The vast "Tillamook Burn," originally
devastated in 1933 and burned several
times since, is now famous for the
number and size of its black-tailed deer.
The area was used as an outdoor lab-
oratory where facts concerning deer
could be determined. From that start
has evolved a systematic method of
handling burned-over areas in coastal
deer ranges. Other facets of deer man-
agement such as disease, nutrition and
census methods have been studied by
the Unit staff at this remarkable prov-
ing ground.

The work completed during three
summers in central Oregon indicates
that salt placed on the range for live-
stock is utilized but sparingly by deer
in the area under study. By direct ob-
servation and measurement, the origin-
al worker determined average con-
sumption to be less than one-half ounce
of salt per deer visit during the 1952
spring and summer season in the Meto-
lius Valley. Salt distribution as a means
of influencing deer movement, has thus

(Continued on page 6)
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Ontario Game Farm
OREGON'S east side pheasant pro-

duction plant had its start in 1936
when the main part of the land was
purchased. Situated on a slight hill
southwest of the city of Ontario, the
farm commands a beautiful view of
the Snake River valley and the distant
hills of Idaho. In addition to being a
scenic spot, the farm is an efficient unit
for the production of pheasants for
the eastern part of the state.

In 1937, the final land purchases were
made and Harold Sevey was placed in
charge of the station. He held this posi-
tion until his death in 1951. At that
time, his assistant foreman George
Maddux took over the farm and has
been managing it since then. George
started with the Game Commission in
1937 as an assistant to Mr. Sevey and
worked in that capacity until his pro-
motion to foreman of the farm. The size
of the crew on the farm varies from
four to nine men in addition to the
foreman.

In accord with a recent policy adopted
by the Game Commission, the Ontario
game farm is supplying all of the
pheasants planted in eastern Oregon.
The Hermiston farm production has
been turned to raising chukars and
quail.

At Ontario, emphasis has been placed
on selectively breeding pheasants to

obtain a brood stock of pure Mongolian
birds. At present, the brood stock that
is held at the farm has strong Mon-
golian characteristics and for anyone
not familiar with these birds, a visit to
the farm is well worth while. This brood
stock is recognized as being outstand-
ing, and numerous requests for eggs
produced by the hens have been re-
ceived from other states.

The capacity of the farm is approxi-
mately 20,000 birds per year, but at
present only about 10,000 birds per year
are being produced. Most of the birds
are released at an age of 8 to 12 weeks
during the summer months.

The reduction of production from
20,000 to the present output was put
into effect because experience in the
field has shown that much of the
southeastern part of Oregon is not
suitable habitat for pheasants. In the
areas of suitable habitat populations
are maintained at a satisfactory level
by natural propagation.

Physically, the farm consists of 155
acres of land, approximately 135 of
which are irrigable. The part of this
land not being used to raise pheasants
during any certain year is utilized for
crop production. A variety of cereal
crops are raised including wheat, corn,
and alfalfa. Last year, a large portion
of the food necessary for the birds was
produced on the farm. Also some space

Ontario Game Farm

George Maddux, superintendentof Ontario
Game Farm.

is being used for trial of various types
of habitat improvement plants.

Like the other establishments in the
state, the Ontario game farm has its
difficulties also. One of the most recent
was brought on by the weather in the
area. The wind is a frequent visitor to
that part of the state and during one
of the recent blows, leaves from a last
year's cornfield adjacent to the farm
were picked
fences. This created a sail-like effect
and since the bottom of the make-shift
sail was anchored, something had to
give. Unfortunately, it was the fence
posts!

The difficulties experienced are
minor though and the farm runs along
smoothly carrying out its job of pro-
ducing pheasants for hunters who fre-
quent the fields of eastern Oregon in
the fall of the years.

Conservation Meetings
(Continued from page 2)

sources, wetlands and inland water re-
sources, and disease, nutrition and con-
trols.

The Izaak Walton League, meeting
March 10, 11, 12 and 13, in addition to
holding its regular sessions, also spon-
sored the first national conference of
Young Outdoor Americans. This latter
meeting was attended by members of
4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts, Future Farm-
ers of America and other youth groups.

Water resources, particularly with
respect to the problem of water pollu-
tion control, was a major topic of dis-
cussion during the National Wildlife
Federation conference, held March 11,
12 and 13. Leading state and federal
authorities participated in the discus-
sions.
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All stages of culvert installation are studied in connection with investigation on relationship between
logging and fish production.

Oregon Research Unit
(Continued from page 4)

far been ineffective. Salt use by mule
deer and elk, and its potential value in
managing big game herds will be
studied further in another region of
the state.
Migratory Game Birds

A banding station maintained by the
Unit north of Corvallis for six seasons
contributed materially to the knowledge
of the over-all Pacific flyway pattern.

Intensive studies on Eliza Island re-
lating to the nesting success and migra-
tion habits of the band-tailed pigeon
are probably the most complete and
comprehensive ever to be conducted on
this species. A record number of 141
nests were discovered on the area and
36 active nests were kept under diligent
observation during the 1953 nesting
season. Detailed recordings were made
on nest building, incubation, brooding
and care of the young by both male and
female birds. Roosting habits, moulting
and predation were also studied. These
data, together with those secured from
migrating birds in Willamette Valley
areas, have added much new life history
information vital to a sound manage-
ment program.

Knowledge on the habits, migration
and limiting factors of the black brant
have been systematically accumulated
over a period of several years. These
facts will eventually be incorporated
into a report concerning the manage-
ment of this unique and little known
coastal goose.
Fishery Research

As is to be expected since respon-

sibility for fishery research has so re-
cently been given to the Unit, relatively
few projects relating to fish have been
assigned. Thus far, the following short
term investigations have been under-
taken: Umpqua River spring chinook
salmon age determination; the use of
preserved otoliths (ear bones) as a
means of determining the age of mature
chinook salmon; a study of scales of
Rogue River spring chinook salmon;
and an early season creel study of three
west side Willamette River tributaries.
The Unit has played a small part in
bringing to a conclusion work accom-
plished on the McKenzie River, the
striped bass study in Coos Bay as well
as work done on the coastal cutthroat
trout. The two continuing projects upon
which graduate reports have already
been written, and upon which others
will most certainly be prepared, con-
cern the delayed mortality of hatchery
trout subsequent to planting and the
relationships between logging and fish
production.
Delayed Mortality

While making transfers of trout from
one hatchery to another, a peculiar oc-
currence has been noted occasionally
for many years. The fish reach their
destination in seemingly excellent con-
dition, with few if any deaths. In per-
haps as many as 10 per cent of the trips
from some stations, losses show up at
an increasing rate of severity after two
or three days and then subside. Some-
times the mortality has been consider-
able. On rare occasions, fish have been
found dead in large numbers along
some stream or lake shore a day or two

after a liberation. As can readily be
understood, reports of such occurrences
are infrequent and even less easily fol-
lowed up for study than losses following
transfers from one station to another.

With the establishment of resident
biologists in various sections of the
state, it became possible to get a better
first hand understanding of such de-
velopments. It soon appeared obvious
that there was quite possibly a connec-
tion between the lower than expected
creel return of planted fish and
the phenomenon of delayed loss. Many
states and some Canadian provinces
also report experiencing a low return
to the creel but only a few groups have
declared in print that they are aware
of post liberation losses. Some states
have referred to a "shock loss" which
seems much like the observations re-
ferred to above.

Not until fishery research was sep-
arated from management was it pos-
sible to measure the magnitude of the
problem. Although studies by the Game
Commission's field agents provide
ample evidence of the success of its
management program, elimination of
the liberation losses under discussion
would stretch the sportsman's dollar
even further. It can be seen that if
solving the problem of delayed mor-
tality improves the creel return by 25
per cent or even 10 per cent, it will
mean the addition of a considerable
number of fish in the creel not to men-
tion the reduced need for the fanciful
alibis with which some anglers custo-
marily regale their wives at the con-
clusion of an unsuccessful fishing trip.

From meager beginnings late in 1951,
a study of the problem has gone for-
ward with two graduate assistants con-
stantly on the job in the field or delving
into appropriate literature. Well over 100
loads of fish have been transported in
duplication of actual liberation opera-
tions. Standardized trips have been
conducted for uniform periods of time
and, when returned to the hatchery of
origin, the fish are kept under observa-
tion in separate ponds or enclosures for
at least a week. Careful chemical anal-
ysis of the water at the beginning and
end of the haul, as well as that of the
water into which the fish are released,
has revealed many of the considerable
changes that fish must undergo while
getting a free ride around the country-
side.

The variables in such a problem are
many and thus far the results have
been extremely erratic. Mechanical
evaluation of the factors of variance is
currently being attempted to confirm

(Continued on page 7)
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Hank Schneider (left), Ross Newcomb (right).

In the late 1930's Newcomb from
Newton Center, Massachusetts, (of which
Boston is a suburb) and Schneider from
Beattie, Kansas, hit the West Coast full
of enthusiasm and a yen for "larnin."
Ross came as a Unit graduate assistant
seeking a Master's degree. They com-
pleted their training at Oregon State
College and since graduation have both
worked for the Oregon Game Commis-
sion, except for periods of military
service; Ross with the Coast Guard and
Hank with the Army. Newcomb worked
originally on statewide lake and stream

surveys and has had experience with
research problems on the Rogue and
the Umpqua, finally coming to the
Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research
Unit at Corvallis as research man on
fisheries in 1950.

Hank has an equally broad back-
ground working in all phases of man-
agement, becoming District Agent, and
in 1948 was assigned to the Research
Unit as liaison man in game. Aside from
their conservation careers each has
definite interests in spare moments.
Ross is a "green thumb" expert with
both flowers and vegetables, his gar-
den stuffing the local lockers to capa-
city. Hank's avocation beside conserva-
tion is "conservation" in a personal
sense, and in the hunting season op-
erates with the skill, efficiency and
dignity of Daniel Boone. His locker
bulges, hides go into gloves and mocca-
sins.

A more dependable pair is hard to
find but a constant feud between them
rages over practical jokes, free cokes,
coffee and doughnuts or anything else
involving food in appreciable quantity.
They are both heavier than when they
first came to the Unit.

Oregon Research Unit
(Continued from page 6)

or refute the present belief that tem-
perature or metabolic waste products,
or both factors, are the culprits in need
of control.
Logging and Fish Production

The H. J. Andrews Experimental
Forest, operated by the Pacific North-
west Forest and Range Experiment
Station in the Lookout Creek drainage
of the McKenzie River, offers an ex-
cellent study area for the evaluation
of various types of logging in relation
to the effect of environmental changes
upon fish populations.

Observations have been conducted
during three summers and valuable
data relating to the temperature
changes occurring and the abundance
of fish and fish food organisms have
been obtained. It is anticipated that
the work will be expanded to the point
where more nearly continuous study
may be conducted with emphasis given
to factors such as fish movement within
the stream system, time of spawning
and the role of small tributaries as
"feeder" streams.
Headquarters

Six graduate assistants assigned to
game problems and two on fishery
projects are currently on the Unit's
roster. Anyone interested in becoming
more familiar with the organization,

SUMMER CAMPS
SCHEDULE PROGRAM

Wildlife conservation education will
be available this summer to all youth
organization camps in the state through
the information and education depart-
ment of the Game Commission. The
summer camp program, which has be-
come increasingly popular during the
past four years, was presented in 91
camp sessions last season by represen-
tatives who found nearly 8,000 campers
eager to learn more about the wildlife
of their state. As part of the Game
Commission's youth education program,
conservation instruction at summer
camps has become a major activity re-
quiring the services of two regular staff
members and assistance from three
part-time instructors.

Qualified instructors will spend up to
two days at each session of camp, using
mounted bird specimens and pelts as
discussion topics, and conducting field
trips to marsh and mountain for inter-
ested groups. Camp directors are urged
to send requests early, stating camp
dates, locations and approximate num-
bers expected. Schedules are usually
filled by the latter part of May.
its personnel and program is assured
of a cordial welcome at the head-
quarters office at 326 Snell Hall on the
campus of Oregon State College in
Corvallis.

1953 OREGON
LICENSE SALES

Tabulation of calendar year 1953
license sales shows that 464,220 in-
dividuals purchased hunting and/or
fishing licenses for Oregon. The break-
down by types of licenses is as follows:

Combination
(residents only) . 92,905

Angling 215,489
Hunting 156,658
Elk tags 26,828
Deer tags 204,676

The total number of licensees included
28,571 nonresidents.

On Opening Day
(Continued from page 2)

rose thrice, and at the third rise struck
smashinglyto leap unbelievably! The
reel sings. Not under the trailing
branch! Not there! Back to the place
where you beached the big trout, big-
ger even than he had seemed, and the
sunshine that fell on the sandbar warm-
ed the rose of his flanks and his cheeks,
and the green, and the gold, and the
silver and all the glory of him. And
plain on the sand is the print of the
cougar's great paw. So that one looks
at the tangled steepness, up and up to
the brink of the canyonlooks and
wonders. And here a trout and there a
trout, and each of us wet to the armpits,
and a sort of feeling that we have come
home again. Let's go back.

Do you remember? Well, then, let's
go back to the canyon of the south fork
or someplacewhere we used to go.
To get so tired from the fishing, but
never of fishing, that the very ache of
our tiredness is good to feel. Back
where we used to go. Let's skirt the
black cliff again hazardouslywatch
out for that rodtip! and fish once
more to the bend and then take time
off to make coffee over a driftwood
fire. And lie on the sand with a tussock
of clover for pillow and from under the
brims of our hats watch the high clouds
wander over. And lie on the sand and
talk, or keep silent, and wonder about
how far the car is. And count our trout,
maybe, and clean them. It is odd about
happiness. The hour glass that measures
it is both swift and slow. Do you re-
member the place where we used to
fish? Let's go back.
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4 large goat-like anima/ with .17."fr
humped shoulders; small,s/ander
backward curving black horns 8'= /O"
in length. Bearded thin and short
tail. The hair is long; shaggy, and
while with a slight yellowish
tinge; under this hair is a coat of
very fine woo/ 3"oriq" lorry.

Goat
Lewis and acirk mention in their journals of 1804-05 of seeing
the skins of mountain goat along the lower Columbia river.
The Indians used these skins for blankets and the woo/ was
woven into garments. Bones have been found in caves near

kMI. Shasta, California, although no evidence of them has been
- 'found in modern times, so it's possible of the tune of Lewis
and Clark that they ranged all the higher Cascade peaks.
lin March of /950, a small band of mountain goats were
liberated by the Game Commission on the east slope of
Chief Joseph Min. near Wallowa lake.)

Hounding
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The sole of each toe is concave
acting as a suction cup.When
pressed down hard, the cleft
between the foes opens toward
the front clamping down even
more firmly when descending a
smooth rock surface.
Favorite trail is /2" /edge
on a sheer cliff which runs
out and starts again
after 0 'or /0'
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44,11'.,401, "000 Behind each horn is a large,
black, rubbery-looking boss

that is an oil-producing gland. Both sexes
have it but it is largest in the male,

particularly during the rut By rubbing and
slashing bushes with his horns, a scent is /eft

for -the other goats to heed.

The mountain goal- has a very low knee joint; making a
short 'forearm" which may be used as a hook for reaching
up and over /edges. This is very helpful in searching
for food in their alpine habitat where they feed on
dwarf shrubs, mountain sorre/, grasses, sedges, mosses,
and lichens.
When curiosity is aroused, they will set up on their
haunches like a begging dog to get a better
view of things.
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7"-- Kids are born in May and June, singly or twins.
When kids are a few days o/d, they join a bond
of other nannies and kids. Goats are solitary
individuals but occasionally a billy is seen with
a nanny and kid. Mating season usually occurs
in November.
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Living at high altitudes,
the goat finds little trouble

from enemies. Snows /ides and
avalanches are perhaps the

worst. Goats have been known
to ki// black and grizzly bears

with their sharp horns. Very young kids
sometimes fall prey to golden eagles,
bear, or cougars.


